Stress can impact many aspects of our lives, such as the way we interact and work with others, or the first impressions that we make. In the past, stress has most commonly been assessed through selfreported questionnaires; however, advancements in wearable technology have enabled the measurement of physiological symptoms of stress in an unobtrusive manner. Using a dataset of job interviews, we investigate whether first impressions of stress (from annotations) are equivalent to physiological measurements of electrodermal activity (EDA). We examine the use of automatically extracted nonverbal cues, stemming from both the visual and audio modalities, as well as EDA stress measurements for the inference of stress impressions obtained from manual annotations. Stress impressions were found to be significantly negatively correlated with hireability ratings (i.e., individuals who were perceived to be more stressed were more likely to obtain lower hireability scores). The analysis revealed a significant relationship between audio and visual features but low predictability, while no significant effects were found for the EDA features. While some nonverbal cues were more clearly related to stress, the physiological cues were less reliable and warrant further investigation into the use of wearable sensors for stress detection.
INTRODUCTION
In the context of organisations, stress has become the most common work-related health problem across the EU [35] . Stress is most commonly defined in the psychological literature as a state of being in which individuals perceive that they cannot adequately cope with the demands being made on them or with threats to their well-being [29] . The most common methods of assessing stress from a psychological standpoint is to use self-reported measurements of a subject's perception of their own stress levels [17, 14] . While recent research is aimed at measuring stress in everyday life without the constraints of a laboratory setting [37, 15] , this task is challenging, due to the uncontrolled nature of the environment that can affect data.
Job interviews can be considered naturally stress-inducing situations. They are generally the first point of contact with future employers and play a large role in shaping our futures and, as such, are stressful life events. During a job interview it is in the applicant's best interest to manage their stress levels in order to obtain a favourable outcome (e.g., being hired for the position). The environment in which job interviews take place allows for the recording of multiple sources of data, which gives us the ability to fully investigate how stress impressions are formed during the interview process. Specifically as part of this study, we are interested in comparing the nonverbal behaviour that has been found to be relevant for successful outcomes in job interviews [32] and the nonverbal behaviour that is related to stress. This is to be able to understand whether stress, as it is experienced by the individual and perceived by others, can determine the outcome of an interview. The relationships between physiological measurements (using electrodermal activity), self-rated stress, and stress impressions (external observers ratings of a subject's stress) have to our knowledge not been examined in the past, and this present study aims at addressing one aspect of this research problem.
The overall goal of this research is to better understand the formation of first impressions in a stressful environment (i.e., job interviews), defined here as stress impressions, i.e., the way in which stress is perceived by others. We investigate the relationship between stress impressions and the outcome of the situation (being hired or not), the nonverbal behaviour (audio and visual) exhibited during the interview, and the physiological measurements of stress (EDA) through wearable technologies. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Towards this goal, we utilise stress impressions annotated by expert raters and a range of nonverbal behaviour, visual, audio and physiological. We examined the predictive validity (with respect to stress impressions) of (1) the nonverbal behaviour displayed by both Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. the job applicant and the interviewer, where the feature extraction and inference were automated and (2) the applicant's electrodermal activity. We hypothesised the following:
• H1 The stress impression ratings will be correlated with hireability scores.
• H2 The stress ratings will be correlated with physiological (EDA) features.
• H3 The visual and audio nonverbal behaviours can be used to predict the stress impressions. Computational related works have mainly investigated stress through the use of physiological measurements; this work differs from them by investigating the formation of stress impressions (the way stress is seen by others) and its relationship to nonverbal behaviour and interview outcomes (i.e., hireability). In doing this work we aim to contribute to the growing literature on measuring stress using multimodal data sources, as we are using a combination of ubiquitous (cameras, mics) and mobile (Q sensor) sensors. Through our analysis we hope to be able to categorise specific nonverbal behaviours as stress related behaviours, as this is missing from the current literature. We also aim to contribute to the understanding of EDA data and how it can be used in unconstrained environments to reliably measure and detect stress in an individual.
RELATED WORK

Stress Assessment from Self-Reports
Measuring stress is a difficult task and previous research on this topic has primarily taken part in laboratory settings where the environment was strictly controlled and the stressful conditions were artificially administered [46] . The conditions were designed to stress the participant in the study; however, they did not conform to stress as it is experienced in real life, due to the fact that the conditions were static and short lived, removing the personal and natural context of the experience of stress [28] . As mentioned previously, the most common methods of assessing an individuals stress in the past were done through self-reported measurements using a variety of scales and questionnaires. However as with any form of self reporting, the measurements can be subject to bias [6] and individuals may not be aware of their own symptoms of stress, which as well as being psychological can include physiological aspects, such as blood volume pulse, increased skin temperature and galvanic skin response [50] .
Stress Assessment from Wearable Devices
The increase in the availability of affecive wearables [38] has changed the way in which we can measure affective states of individuals. Instead of relying on self reports we can use affective patterns, such as changes in skin conductance and heart rate, as well as changes in voice and gestures to understand the emotional states of the individual under investigation. Many recent studies have used measurements of skin conductance (SC) also known as electrodermal activity (EDA) to measure a range of behaviours such as stress during driving [26] , sleep quality [42] and distress in individuals with disabilities.
Electrodermal Activity (EDA) is a sensitive index of the sympathetic nervous system and can be represented by the changes in skin conductance at the surface of the skin, as it reflects activity within the sympathetic axis and provides a convenient measure of assessing changes in the autonomic nervous system (ANS) [19] . Recent work has been focused on finding ways to continuously measure physiological signals from the body to determine when stress is occurring in an individual, using data obtained from both the senors and self reports from the individual, with self reports often being used as a ground truth. This interest in wearable sensors has resulted in the development of several devices, such as, the Affectiva Q sensor [38] , Empatica [23] and many others [34] . These wearable sensors have been designed to unobtrusively record physiological signals of affective states, such as arousal, and have arisen due to an interest in wearable biosensor systems for health monitoring.
Impressions in Job Interviews
Job interviews are zero acquaintance social interactions [5] , as it is quite often the first time that the recruiter and the applicant will meet, leaving the recruiter with a short interaction sometimes lasting just minutes on which to base their judgement of whether to hire the applicant or not. The recruiter utilises signals from both verbal and nonverbal behaviour in order to make an informed decision on the outcome of the interaction. Even though the interactions are based on a first time meeting with a short duration, they have been found to contain enough information to accurately judge and make accurate first impressions of the individual under investigation with respect to their personality [48] .
There are many factors to making a good first impression and there are many aspects of what constitutes a good first impression. Previous research has examined the effect of the short time frame of the interview, the accuracy of the judgements of recruiters, the role of self promoting behaviour [43] as well as personality and other social constructs, such as the role of nonverbal behaviour [22] on the outcome of the job interview.
With advancements in technology, it is now possible to go beyond self reported measures of internal affective states and to couple self reports with physiological data. Having both sources of data can be more telling of an individual's internal state than their own ratings, which can be biased due to memory effects or external persuasion, such as the wording the questions being asked [45] .
Related Work in Computing
A growing body of research has studied the role of nonverbal behaviour in various social interactions and settings [25, 30] . In these studies an individual's nonverbal behaviour has been found to be predictive of social constructs, such as personality [7] , interest [49] and dominance [36] . Some studies have focused on specific interactions, such as simulated job negotiations [20] and have automatically extracted audio nonverbal behaviour features, such as activity, engagement, mimicry etc, during these interactions. Other studies have focused specifically on job applicants' affective states from video recordings of job interviews [16] and from this have developed training systems using virtual agents that read facial expressions, as well as other aspects of nonverbal behaviour, such as speech and prosody. These studies generally use simulated situations with the aim of understanding the performance of the participant, while some studies that have used more realistic interview situations found that nonverbal immediacy was linked to the recruiter hiring decision [22] .
Auditory cues of stress that can be perceived by the listener vary from obvious to subtle, these cues are both consciously and unconsciously monitored by the speaker. There are auditory changes that occur to speech due to stress, these changes are observable to the speaker, such as a variations in pitch and energy, and they are equally observable to the listener, leading to the phenomena of social masking [13] . The verbal indicators of stress can be identified easily, like stuttering, repetition, and tongue-slip, but the nonverbal cues are more difficult to conceal, as they are caused by the autonomous nervous system (ANS). Listeners can perceive the auditory cues in the speaker's speech even if these are not obvious. These cues are perceived not merely based on the acoustic signal but also paralinguistics obtained in the context of the conversation and their experience [44] .
INTERVIEW DATASET
In this study, we used a subset of the job interviews dataset first used in [32] . This dataset is composed of recorded job interviews of 54 individuals. They were interviewing for a marketing position to recruit participants for psychological studies at a university. The majority of the applicants were students, with an average age of 24 years (st dev = 5.68 years), with more female (45) than male (17) applicants.
Structured interviews, consisting of eight questions, were used to collect the data to ensure that the procedure was consistent across all participants. All interviews were conducted by a researcher in organisational psychology and a snapshot of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 2 . During the interview the applicants were asked for 1) a short self-presentation, 2) their motivation for applying for the job, and 3) their opinion on the importance of scientific research. They were also asked for their past experiences where 4) communication skills and 5) persuasion skills were required. Applicants were also asked about their past experiences of 6) conscientious or serious work, 7) where a stressful situation was correctly managed, and finally 8) some strong and weak points about themselves. Applicants then filled in a range of psychometric questionnaires to assess 1) ersonality, using the Big Five personality model [18] , 2) intelligence [4] and, 3) communication and persuasion [41] .
The interviews were recorded using two front facing 1280 x 960 cameras, facing the interviewer and the applicant, recording synchronously at 26.6 frames per second. Audio was recorded at 48kHz using a Microcone device [3] , which consists of a microphone array that automatically detects speaking turns in addition to recording the audio. The Microcone was placed in the centre of the table. A detailed description of the data collection can be found in [32] .
In addition to the audio and video data, the participants wore a Q sensor, which was used to record electrodermal activity (EDA) [39] data. EDA can be used as a measurement of arousal which, depending on the context of a situation, can be a measure of negative affect or whether an individual is excited or stressed.
Annotations
First impressions of stress was rated by three independent raters who watched the videos of all participants. Specifically, they were asked to rate "How stressed do you think the applicant is?" on a five-point Likert scale (1='not at all' to 5 ='very much') for each of the eight questions.The raters were also asked to provide an overall measure of their impression of how stressed the applicant was for the entire duration of the interview. All three raters were masters students in Psychology.
The agreement between the raters was calculated as the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient [47] , a standard measure of agreement used in psychology and social computing, for each of the eight interview questions and the overall measure of stress.The ICC(2, k) values were above 0.50 for each of the questions and for the overall rating of stress, which we use as part of our experiments, the agreement was 0.67 (p < .001).
The hireabaility impressions was rated by professional recruiters. They watched the interviews and rated the participants on a scale from 0 to 100 percent (with increments of 10%) of how likely they were to hire a particular applicant and how suited they were to the position (M = 59.45, SD = 19.59). Inter-rater agreement between the raters was ICC(1, 1) ∈ [.32, .52] and ICC(1, k) ∈ [.59, .77], using the intraclass correlation coefficient.
FEATURES
In this work, we automatically extracted features from multiple modalities, i.e., EDA, audio, and visual, and fused them together into a multimodal feature set. Previous literature has shown that an interviewer's nonverbal behaviour can also have an impact on the outcome of the interview [32, 21] . Thus, we extracted audio and visual cues automatically from both the applicant and the interviewer.
Audio Features
Speech was segmented into applicant and interviewer automatically through the use of the Microcone, a commercial array of microphones that performs speaker segmentation via sound source localisation. Then, the following prosodic (MPEG-7 & MFCC) and speaking activity features was extracted.
• MPEG-7: This provides a framework for describing audio signals using signal-based criteria that can be automatically extracted at any desired temporal (or spectral) resolution [40] . This framework of audio descriptors provides a comprehensive set of features. In this work, we utilised the MATLAB ® code for MPEG-7 [1]. The features were calculated using a 100ms window with 50% overlap instead of the classic 40ms window, so as to optimise the amount of samples for the cal-culation of different features.Various statistics, such as mean, median, standard deviation, min and max were computed and used as features.
• Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients: MFCC is a common acoustic feature used for speech emotion recognition. It stems from the fact that MFCCs are the most popular spectral based parameters that are used for spectral representation of speech signal. These have traditionally been used in various speech applications, including stress speech recognition in [10, 11] . In this work, we determine the MFCC coefficient values using the following standard parameters: 24 cepstral coefficients, 13 linear filter and 27 log filters with a window size of 40ms and overlap of 10ms.
• Speaking time: Total speaking time of the applicant obtained by summing all the individual speaking segments. This was then normalised by the interview duration.
• Speaking turn: Number of speech segments longer than two seconds.
• Pauses: Number of gaps in speech less than two seconds in duration. This number was then normalised by the interview duration.
• Short utterances: These are speaking segments of duration less than two seconds. These were again normalised with the interview duration.
• Audio back-channelling: These are audio event where a person produced a short utterance while the other was speaking.
Visual Features
Visual features were automatically extracted for both the applicant and interviewer using the methods proposed in [32] .
• Head nods: Vertical up-and down movements of the head, rhythmically raised and lowered. Heads nods were automatically extracted using the methods proposed in [31] . From the detected head nods, the number of nods and total nodding time was recorded and normalized by average interview duration.
• Overall visual motion: Visual movement displayed by the applicant and interviewer during the job interview. This acts as an indicator of kinetic expressiveness [9] . From this feature, we extracted the following statistical features: mean, median, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, entropy, quartiles, and centre of gravity.
• Head visual motion: This is the amount of head motion displayed by a person. This feature is based on the parametric optical flow estimation method described in [33] . A number of statistics were computed (e.g., mean, standard deviation, zero-crossing rate, entropy) for the head region.
• Visual back-channelling: Nods by a person while the other speaks.
EDA Features
The Affectiva Q sensor TM [2] was used as a measurement of the EDA of the interview applicants. We used the Q sensor as it is an unobtrusive wearable sensor in a bracelet form that is worn on the wrist and allows the wearer free movement without any disturbances. The device allows different sampling frequencies of 8, 16 and 32 Hertz (Hz) and provides a measure of EDA in microsiemens (µS).
The data was preprocessed, and in addition to computing basic EDA data statistics, we computed high level features which are more informative of the affective states of the individual. We used the Ledalab software designed specifically for the pre-processing and feature extraction of EDA data. The data was processed using the Continuous Decomposition Analysis (CDA) option [8] which is designed to separate out the EDA raw data into continuous phasic and tonic components and computes several standard measures of phasic EDA.
These features were calculated for each event and are described as follows (also see Table. 1).
• AmpSum: sum of the skin conductance response (SCR) amplitudes of the significant SCRs (above the threshold), measured in microsiemens µS.
• Latency: time period from the beginning of the event to the peak of the first significant SCR, measured in seconds (s).
• nSCR: number of significant skin conductance responses above a predetermined threshold (0.01µS), measured as a whole number.
• SCR: average phasic activity, measured in microsiemens µS.
• ISCR: cumulative phasic activity, which is the same as the value of average phasic activity (SCR) multiplied by the size of the response window, the duration of the interview question (seconds), measured in microsiemens µS. 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describe the analysis used to compare and contrast the different data measurements used to understand stress.
Correlation Analysis
A Spearman rank correlation analysis was done on the data to compare the stress impressions and the outcome of the job interview hireability scores (H1). Correlations were then done to compare the stress impressions, the hireability and the various features extracted from the dataset. These included the nonverbal (visual and audio) and physiological features (EDA) to investigate our second hypothesis (H2). Spearman correlation was used under the assumption that the data was not normally distributed. For the analysis we used the average of the stress impressions provided by the three raters, the basic averaged values of nonverbal (audio and visual) features, and the EDA stress features calculated using the software Ledalab.
Regression Analysis
Following the initial exploratory analysis, we proposed and evaluated a computational framework for the automatic inference of stress impressions from nonverbal and physiological behaviours with the stress impressions to investigate our third hypothesis (H3). We defined the inference task as a regression problem, i.e. predicting the Stress ratings from nonverbal behavioural cues. To this end, the data was pre-processed by a speaker independent Z-score normalisation to transform data into unity variance and zero mean. As a second step, the following dimensionality reduction techniques were evaluated.
• Principle Component Analysis (PCA): This is a classic procedure that orthogonally transforms the original n coordinates of a data set into a new set of n coordinates. The result of the transformation being that the first principal component has the largest possible variance. In this study, the number of principal components was set such that 99.9% of the variance could be explained by the model.
• Low pVal (pVal): this method assumes that the relevant information is contained in the features that are significantly correlated with the social variables. We selected features from the training set with p < .05.
• All features (all). In order to test the improvement of the dimensionality reduction step, we also tested the case of taking all features as predictors for the regression step. We then evaluated two regression techniques, Ridge regression (Ridge) and random forest (RF) to predict stress impressions. For these tasks, leave-one-interview-out cross validation and 10-fold inner cross validation were used. We used two metrics to evaluate the performance of the automatic prediction models: the root-meansquare error (RMSE) and the coefficient of determination (R 2 ). Both metrics are widely used measures in psychology and social computing. As the baseline regression model, we took the average stress impression scores as the predicted value. The RMSE is the difference between a model's predicted values and the values actually observed. The coefficient of determination (R 2 ) is based on the ratio between the mean squared errors of the predicted values, obtained using a regression model and the baseline-average model.
RESULTS
In this section, results of correlation and regression analysis are presented. The results will be interpreted and discussed further in the subsequent section.
Correlation Analysis
Stress Impressions, Hireability and Traits. The hireability scores, as measured by expert recruiters, were found to be significantly negatively correlated with the stress impressions, such that the individuals who appeared more stressed during the interview were less likely to have high hireability scores.
Further analysis was done on personality traits, from self reported measurements, personality traits as perceived by the recruiter, and stress impressions. The results ( Table. 2) show that two personality traits were negatively correlated with stress impressions, Openness to Experience and Conscientiousness. For the traits as perceived by the recruiter, Conscientiousness was negatively correlated with stress impressions while Neuroticism was positively correlated. Other findings from the analysis reveal that those who were rated as being more stressed were less likely to be perceived as being persuasive, being able to successfully manage stressful situations or giving a good overall impression.
As well as correlating the stress impressions with the trait behaviour from the questionnaires, we report the correlations with the hireability scores in the tables. As being rated more stressed was correlated with hireability we were interested in whether the features that were correlated with stress were also correlated with hireability. Results indicate that features that are negatively correlated to stress impressions were positively correlated to hireability scores.
Stress Impressions and Visual Features. Stress impressions
were significantly correlated with very few of the visual nonverbal features. The features that were significantly correlated with the stress impressions were negative, while the same features were positively correlated with the hireability scores. Interestingly the significant features were only related to the interviewer and not to the applicant. They were the number of times and the amount of time that the interviewer nodded their head, the number of visual back-channelling events, and the time spent back channelling. The full set of results can be seen in Table. 3. features, there were many more significant correlations between the audio features and stress impressions. For the audio feature analysis, the majority of the significant features were from speech produced by the applicant and very few related to the interviewer. It was found that short utterances, the amount of silent events, and time spent silent were positively correlated with stress impressions, as well as the applicant number of turns speaking and when the interviewer was speaking and nodding at the same time. Stress impressions were negatively correlated with interviewer mean speaking energy, for both applicant and interviewer mean voiced rate as well as applicant speaking time. These were some of the main findings from the analysis, the complete list of all significant correlations can be seen in Table. 4. Regarding MFCCs, the spectral audio features that were extracted were found to have both positive and negative correlations with the stress impressions. Mean MFCC and Cov Diff MFCC were both negatively correlated with stress impressions, while Mean ASS and Mean ASP were positively correlated with stress impressions. The results can be seen in Table. 5.
Stress Impressions and EDA. The stress impressions were not correlated with any of the EDA features. The correlations were run for the overall stress impression scores and the EDA features averaged across the entire length of the interview. The analysis was run multiple times to control for any errors. The findings overall did not support our initial hypothesis, however there are a variety of reasons that could have contributed to these results and will be assessed further in the next section.
Regression Results
The results of the experiments are shown in Table. 6. The table shows the performance of the different models for the inference of stress impressions. Results obtained for the stress impression variable were significantly better than the baseline-average model for ridge regression (p < .05), using the pValue dimensionality reduction technique. Performance of random forest and ridge regression using all nonverbal features were significantly better than the baseline.
The best prediction results for stress impressions was obtained using all features from the applicant's nonverbal behaviour and random forest (R 2 = 0.195). While the second best results was obtained using visual features with pVal dimensionality reduction technique and ridge regression (R 2 = 0.190). Interviewer nonverbal features were found to be predictive of stress impressions using all features with ridge regression (R 2 = 0.187).
DISCUSSION
From the correlation analysis, we found that stress impressions were negatively correlated with the hireability scores for the applicants, supporting our first hypothesis H1. The correlation suggests that the more stressed that the applicant appears to an observer, the less hirable the appear. As well as the hireability score, we were interested in whether the stress impressions were related to other traits that are considered important in a successful applicant. We found that those who were rated as more stressed were less likely to be conscientious, for both self assessments and the score given by an independent rater [12] . Those with higher stress scores were also rated as being less able to manage stressful situations and as being less persuasive, which were both desired traits for the position. They also gave a less positive general impression than those who were rated low in stress impressions, which is an important factor in job interview outcomes [24] .
The correlations between the stress impressions and the EDA features revealed no significant results and therefore did not support our second hypothesis H2. There are a number of reasons why we believe that this occurred. 1) EDA data is a continuous signal and the time taken to change from stressed to not stressed can take longer than the change from one interview question to the next, 2) masking might be playing a role, in which some participants are good at hiding their stress, 3) EDA is technically a measurement of arousal, which strictly speaking is not stress, and finally 4) the ratings are a measurement of the outward expression of stress while the EDA data is a measurement of the internal physiological signs of stress which may not have any impact on the outward expression of the interviewees behaviour. These possible explanations could be investigated as part of future work.
Correlations between a few visual features revealed that the nonverbal behaviour of the interviewer was negatively significantly correlated with the stress impressions. This could be because visual feedback from the interviewer can serve to reassure interviewees during the process, which can increase confidence during the interview process [27] . Applicant audio cues were more significantly correlated with the stress impressions than the interviewers. Features such as number of short utterances and when there was silence during the interview, could suggest that the applicant was unsure of how to answer and less fluid in speaking, which could have appeared as stressed during these silences. From the negative correlations, we found that speech features such as speaking time, speaking energy, as well as more time spent speaking was correlated with being less stressed. This could be that as the speech was more fluent the applicant appeared more confident and performed better. This can also be seen in the corresponding positive correlations between the hireability scores for the same features.
The regression results show evidence that visual features were better predictors of stress impressions than audio features. While there was some evidence of nonverbal features being able to predict stress impressions we can determine that our third hypothesis H3 was only partially supported by the results. While there were many correlations between the nonverbal features and the stress ratings, their predictive value was lower than expected and they only partially supported our hypothesis. Regression results for stress impressions were lower for other constructs, but up to 20% of the variance can be explained by nonverbal behaviour. The use of other types of cues (e.g., gaze, facial expressions) could be investigated in future work.
The consistent relationship between the stress impressions and the hireability scores was an interesting finding in this study. Not only did we find that higher stress impression scores were related to lower scores on hireability, but we saw some evidence in the correlations between the hireability scores, the stress impressions and a few of the of nonverbal features under investigation. Throughout the analysis we found that when the stress impressions were negatively correlated, the hireability scores were positively correlated. This is an indication that the behavioural cues exhibited by the applicants were linked to the appearance of being stressed and thus interpreted by the rater. The link between the two variables leads us to believe that we have found some indications of which behaviours lead to stress impressions being formed, which can impact the outcome of the hiring process during job interviews. However we did not find the expected link between the stress impressions and the EDA features from the wearable device which we expected to find.
CONCLUSION
We conducted a study to investigate stress in an environment where a first impression is based on a very short interaction. More specifically we investigated the stress impressions that the applicants portrayed to external raters based on their performance during a job interview. We found that applicants with higher stress ratings scored lower on hireability, showing evidence that stress as perceived by external observers had a negative impact on performance during a job interview and it's outcome.
As stress is linked to multiple modalities of nonverbal behavioural cues, extracted from visual, audio and physiological data, we examined whether there was a link between these features and the stress impressions. We found that visual cues from the interviewer were related to lower stress impression ratings, leading us to believe the positive visual feedback is linked to positive reinforcement causing the applicant to exhibit fewer signs of stress. Audio features from the applicant showed evidence that more fluency, energy and time spent speaking during the interview was linked to lower stress impressions, whereas shorter utterances and more time spent in silence was linked to higher stress impressions. The physiological features from the EDA data were not found to be correlated with stress impressions.
Through regression experiments we found that, while there were some positive results from the analysis, there was low predictability of the stress ratings using just the nonverbal behaviour features (up to 20% of variance). Using visual features from the interviewer and audio features from the applicant produced the best results.
While the results of the experiments had low predictability, there is some evidence that there are nonverbal features which can be used in stress impression prediction in future studies. We believe that the experiments here should be extended to further understand which nonverbal behaviour is present during stressful situations. Knowing what are the signs of stress can help in understanding and measuring stress in individuals and facilitate the reduction of stress as a health concern. Further, applications could use this knowledge of stress signals, as rated by others, in automated feedback systems to help applicants improve their interviewing techniques by better managing their stress.
This work studies human interactions though multiple modalities. We found that stress is more than physiological signals and the way stress is interpreted by others might differ from the stress one can experience. Researchers should therefore be careful when using signals like EDA to measure stress. Future work could involve the development of a system to provide meaningful behavioural feedback based on stressed nonverbal behaviour.
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